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Abstract


We investigate the solution sets to equations in the solvable Baumslag-
Solitar groups BS(1, k), k ≥ 2, and show that these sets are repre-
sented by edt0l languages in some cases. In particular, we prove that
the multiplication table of such a group forms an edt0l language with
respect to a specific natural normal form for group elements.


1 Introduction


This work was motivated in part by Ciobanu, Diekert and Elder’s proof [2]
that the solution sets of systems of equations over free groups are edt0l
(which was subsequently generalised to virtually free groups by Diekert and
Elder, hyperbolic groups by Ciobanu and Elder [3], and right-angled Artin
groups by Diekert, Jeż and Kufleitner [6]). Evetts and Levine [9] proved that
the same thing is true in virtually abelian groups. Further motivation was
provided by the proof of Kharlampovich, López and Myasnikov [13] that it
is decidable whether or not an equation over a group G is solvable, for all
G in a family of groups that includes the solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups
and groups with structure A oZ for A finitely generated abelian (such as the
lamplighter group when |A| = 2). We wanted to understand for which types
of groups solution sets to systems of equations might be edt0l languages,
and why this might be a natural family of languages in which to find such
solution sets.
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In this article we have attempted to provide an accessible description of this
relatively unknown family of languages, and of how we may find solutions
for group equatons within it. Using the solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups
as our ‘testbed’, we have examined various rather elementary equations over
these groups, proved some to have solution sets that are edt0l languages,
and provided examples of others that seem not to be (although we have not
yet proved conclusively that they are not).


The following Section 2 contains the definitions of et0l and edt0l systems
and related languages, relating them to the better known families of context-
free and indexed languages, and listing some of the operations under which
the sets of et0l and edt0l languages are closed. The Baumslag-Solitar
groups are studied in Section 3, with definitions and the construction of two
different normal forms in Section 3.1, preliminary results in Section 3.2 and
the consideration of particular equations relating to centralisers, conjugacy,
multiplication and inversion, in Sections 3.3–3.5. In Section 3.6 we describe
a solution set for a centraliser equation that we believe is not edt0l, and
explain why we believe this, while not giving a proof of that fact.


2 et0l and edt0l systems


et0l languages, introduced by Rozenberg [15], generalise both context-free
and 0l languages, and are most naturally defined through their grammars,
known as et0l systems. An important component of such a grammar is a
set of tables.


Definition 1. Let V be a finite alphabet. A table for V is a finite subset
of V × V∗, considered as a finite collection of rewriting rules of the form
v → w1, . . . , wr, for v ∈ V, wi ∈ V∗, whose application replaces each instance
of v with any one of w1,· · · , wr.


We use the conventions that (1) when a table is applied to a word it must be
applied to every letter within that word and (2) if a table does not specify a
rewrite for some letter in V , then applying the table fixes that letter. A table
will act on the right of a word, so we write wt for the result of applying
a table t to a word w. Applying one table after another will be denoted
by concatenation; note that when applying a string of tables that string
should be read from left to right. Note that if the right hand side of each
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rule in a table contains only one word, then that table defines a free monoid
endomorphism of V∗.


Definition 2. An et0l system is a tuple H = (V ,U ,R, v0) where


1. V is a finite alphabet,


2. U ⊂ V is the set of terminals,


3. R is a regular subset of T ∗ for some finite set of tables T for V, called
the rational control of H.


4. v0 ∈ V∗ is a chosen word called the start word or axiom.


The language {v ∈ U∗ : v = v0r for some r ∈ R} is the language of the sys-
tem H. A language arising from an et0l system is called an et0l language.


It is proved in [4] and [8] that the class of et0l languages is properly con-
tained in the class of indexed languages, as defined in [1].


Definition 3. An edt0l system is an et0l system H = (V ,U ,R, v0) where
each table in T , the alphabet of R, is a free monoid endomorphism V∗ → V∗;
that is, each rule in a table contains a unique word on the right hand side.


Let G = (V ,U ,P , s0) be a context-free grammar, with set V of terminals,
U ⊆ V , P of productions, and start variable s0; for such a grammar the left
hand side of any production is necessarily in V \ U , then we can form an
et0l system (V ,U ,R, s0) with the same language as G as follows:


For each v ∈ V , we define Pv to be the set of all productions in P with
left hand side v. If the productions in Pv are v → u1, . . . , v → uk, then we
define rv to be the rule v → u1, u2, · · ·uk, v. Note that the fact that v is on
the right-hand side of the rule indicates that we are not obliged to apply a
non-trivial production to v.


We define the table tv to be the singleton set {rv}, T to be {tv : v ∈ V},
and then R to be T ∗. The language of the et0l system (V ,U ,R, s0) is the
context-free language generated by the grammar G. But note that context-
free languages exist that do not arise as the languages of edt0l systems
[7].


The following two lemmas are standard (see [16]).
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Lemma 4. The class of edt0l languages contains the class of regular lan-
guages.


Lemma 5. The classes of edt0l and et0l languages are both closed under
the following operations:


1. finite union,


2. intersection with regular languages,


3. concatenation,


4. Kleene star,


5. image under free monoid homomorphisms.


The class of et0l languages is additionally closed under taking preimages of
free monoid homomorphims.


3 The solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups


3.1 Definition and normal forms


We use the notation N := {n : n ∈ Z, n > 0}, N0 := N ∪ {0}.
The solvable Baumslag-Solitar groups are the groups defined by the presen-
tations


BS(1, k) = 〈a, b | b−1ab = ak〉


for some fixed k ∈ Z \ {0}. We shall assume here that k > 0, since the
groups with k < 0 are similar, but with additional minor complications.
Although we have not checked all of the details, we believe that all of the
results proved in this section remain true when k is negative, but their proofs
require subdivisions into more cases than when k > 0. We shall assume
further that k > 1, since BS(1, 1) is free abelian. For ease of notation, we
shall abbreviate BS(1, k) as BS.


Note that BS is a split extension of the infinite abelian group N = 〈a〉BS (the
normal closure of the subgroup 〈a〉 in BS) by the infinite cyclic group 〈b〉.
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We denote by a
1
k the element bab−1 and note that (a


1
k )k = a. Similarly we


represent bjaib−j by a
i


kj , where i, j ∈ Z, i 6= 0, j > 0. We also write a for
a−1, and b for b−1.


With this notation, we observe that any element g of BS can be represented
as a product brαu for α ∈ {a,a}, where r ∈ Z and


u =


(
im
km


+
im−1


km−1
+ · · ·+ i1


k


)
+ s, m, s ∈ N0, ij ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1},


and we interpret αu as the product


(bmαb−m)im(bm−1αb−m+1)im−1 · · · (bαb−1)i1αs.


We require that either m = 0 (that is, the sequence i1, . . . , im is empty) or
m > 0 and im 6= 0. We shall call brαu the fractional representation of the
group element, and we shall call s and im/k


m + im−1/k
m−1 + · · · + i1/k the


integral and fractional parts of the exponent u.


The fractional representation provides a mechanism for representing each ele-
ment of BS by a unique string of symbols from the alphabet {b,b, 0, 1, . . . , k−
1, �,+,−}. The group element brαu is represented by the string ŵ given by


β · · · β + imim−1 · · · i1�s0s1 · · · sp when α = a,


β · · · β − imim−1 · · · i1�s0s1 · · · sp when α = a,


where p ≥ −1, i1, . . . , im, s0, . . . sp ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k−1},
and if p 6= −1, then sp 6= 0 and s = s0 + s1k + s2k


2 + · · ·+ spk
p,


 (1)


where β is b when r ≥ 0, b when r < 0, and where the prefix β · · · β consists
of |r| copies of β (and in future will generally be abbreviated as βr). By
convention, we define p = −1 if the sequence s0, . . . , sp is empty and s = 0.


Then the suffix ±imim−1 · · · i1�s0 · · · sp of ŵ is precisely the representation of
u in base k written backwards. The symbol � (which would be the decimal
point when k = 10) is known as the radix point. We shall call the subwords
imim−1 · · · i1 and s0 · · · sp the fractional and integral parts of ŵ. Note that
either or both of these could be empty, and the representation of the element
βt is βt + � for t ≥ 0.


We denote the representation of g ∈ BS defined in (1) by NFfrac(g), and define
NFfrac := {NFfrac(g) : g ∈ BS}. We can think of NFfrac as a normal form for
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BS, although of course the elements of its alphabet are not all within the
group.


Now the product


br(bmαb−m)im(bm−1αb−m+1)im−1 · · · (bαb−1)i1αs


that represents brαu can be freely reduced to give the word


w = btαimbαim−1b · · ·αi1bαs, (2)


where t = r +m.


When t ≥ 0, we shall refer to the subwords bt, αimbαim−1b · · ·αi1b, and αs of
w as its left, central and right subwords, respectively, but if t < 0 we define the
left subword to be empty, the central subword to be b|t|αimbαim−1b · · ·αi1b
and the right subword to be αs. We call the subwords αijb together with the
letters b in a b|t| prefix the components of the central subword.


Observe that the integral part s of ŵ is the base k representation of the
exponent of α in the right subword of w, whereas the fractional part of
ŵ, together with the value of t when t is negative, determines the central
subword of w.


We denote the representation of g ∈ BS defined in (2) by NF(g), and put
NF := {NF(g) : g ∈ BS}. Note that both NF and NFfrac are regular languages.


3.2 Preliminary results


Proposition 6. Fix a constant r ∈ Z. The subset NFr = {NF(g) : g =
brαu for some u} of words in NF corresponding to this value of r forms an
edt0l language.


Proof. Let U = {a,a, b,b} and V = {a,a, b,b, S, T}, and define a set T of
endomorphisms of V∗ (each of which is the sole entry of a table within T ) as
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follows:


φaj : S 7→ Sajb, for each 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1


φaj : S 7→ Sajb, for each 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1


ψaj : S 7→ bSajb, for each 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1


ψaj : S 7→ bSajb, for each 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1


θ : S 7→ bS


µa : T 7→ Ta


µa : T 7→ Ta


ν : S 7→ ε, T 7→ ε.


We define


Φa := {φa0, . . . , φa,k−1}, ΦA := {φA0, . . . , φA,k−1},
Ψa := {ψa0, . . . , ψa,k−1}, ΨA := {ψA0, . . . , ψA,k−1}.


First, suppose that r ≥ 0. In this case, the language in question is


{brbmαimbαim−1b · · ·αi1bαs : m ≥ 0, s ≥ 0}.


This is the language of the edt0l system (V ,U ,R1, ST ) with rational control
R1 given by R1 := R1a | R1a (recall that the symbol ‘|’ denotes union in the
standard notation for regular sets) where


R1a = θr (Ψ∗a \Ψ∗aψa0)µ∗aν,


and R1a is defined similarly with a in place of a.


Now suppose that r < 0. If we also have t = m+r < 0, then the left subword
is empty and there are only finitely many possibilities for the central subword,
so the language in this case regular. For the case t ≥ 0, we need to show
that the following language is edt0l:


{btαit+|r|bαit+|r|−1b · · ·αit+1bαitb · · ·αi1bαs : t ≥ 0, s ≥ 0}.


This is the language of the edt0l system (V ,U ,R2, ST ) with rational control
R2 given by R2 := R2a | R2a, where


R2a := Φ|r|a (Ψ∗a \Ψ∗aψa0)µ∗aν,


and R2a is defined similarly with a in place of a.
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The following lemma will be used several times in the proofs in Section 3.4
below.


Lemma 7. Suppose that r > 0. Fix constants n0 ∈ N, λ, c ∈ Z, let α be
equal to either a or to a, and let w ∈ (αb+ | α2b+ | · · · | αk−1b+)∗ be a
constant word (with k fixed as above). Let {sn}n∈N be a fixed sequence of
integers such that, for each n ≥ n0, we have


sn+1 = krsn + λ and sn+1 > sn.


Then, for some n′ ∈ N, the following subset of {a,a, b,b}∗ is edt0l:


{brn+cwαsn : n ≥ n′}.


Proof. We prove this for α = a; the case α = a is similar. First, consider the
case where λ ≥ 0. Define endomorphisms φ, ψ of {a,a, b,b, S}∗ as follows:


φ : S 7→ brSaλ, a 7→ ak
r


ψ : S 7→ w.


Choose n′ ≥ n0 large enough so that rn′ + c ≥ 0. The edt0l system
with axiom brn


′+cSasn′ and rational control R = φ∗ψ gives the language
{brn+cwasn : n ≥ n′}.
Now suppose that λ < 0. Choose n′ ≥ n0 large enough so that rn′ + c ≥
0 and so that sn′ > |λ|. Consider an extended alphabet {a,a, a, b,b, S},
endomorphisms


φ : S 7→ brS, a 7→ ak
r


, a 7→ ak
r−2a


ψ : S 7→ w, a 7→ a,


axiom brn
′+cSasn′−|λ|a|λ|, and rational control φ∗ψ. We claim that this edt0l


system produces the language in question. To see this, consider an applica-
tion of φ:


brn+cSasn−|λ|a|λ| 7→ br(n+1)+cSak
r(sn−|λ|)(ak


r−2a)|λ|.


At each such an application, we increase the number of a’s from sn − |λ| to
kr(sn− |λ|) + (kr − 2)|λ| = krsn− 2|λ| = sn+1− |λ|, and keep the number of
a’s fixed at |λ|. If this were the final application of φ, we would then apply
ψ to convert the a’s to a’s, and insert w:


br(n+1)+cSak
r(sn−|λ|)(ak


r−2a)|λ| 7→ br(n+1)+cwak
rsn−|λ| = br(n+1)+cwasn+1 .
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3.3 Centralisers and conjugacy


Proposition 8. Centralisers of elements in BS(1, k) are edt0l; that is, for
fixed g ∈ BS, the set Cg := {w ∈ NF : wg =BS gw} is edt0l.


Proof. This follows from Lemma 4 when g = 1, because then Cg = NF, which
is a regular language.


If 1 6= g ∈ N , then Cg = N , and Cg consists of those words in NF with t = m,
which is edt0l by Proposition 6.


If g 6∈ N , then CN(g) = 1, so CBS(g) is an infinite cyclic group 〈g′〉, for which
g′ 6∈ N and CBS(g) = CBS(g′). In this case we replace g by g′, for ease of
notation.


So we need to prove that {NF(gn) : n ∈ Z} is edt0l and, since this is a
union of the positive and negative powers of g, it is enough (by Lemma 5) to
prove that {NF(gn) : n ≥ 0} is edt0l.


We use the notation introduced above for w := NF(g), and we have w =
bt
′
wcα


s, where bt
′
, wc and αs are its left, central and right subwords, with


α = a or a. (So t′ = t when t ≥ 0 and t′ = 0 when t < 0.) Note that
the fractional representation of w is of the form brαu with r := t − m and
0 ≤ u ∈ Q, and so that of gn is brnαun with un = u(1 + kr + · · · + k(n−1)r).
We consider two cases.


Case 1: t < m (so w has more occurrences of b than of b). So t −m < 0.
Since the power of b in the fractional representation of gn is bn(m−t), the
central subword of NF(gn) must have at least n(m − t) components and so
there exists n′ ≥ 0 such that this number of components is at least t′ for all
n ≥ n′.


For n ≥ n′, let NF(gn) = bt
′
nwcnα


sn , where wcn is its central subword, and
let wcn = γnβn, where βn consists of its final t′ components. Note that the
sequence un is bounded above by u/(1 − kr) in this case, and so sn is also
bounded above. We claim that NF(βnα


snw) has empty left subword and
that its central subword has exactly m components. From this it follows
that NF(gn+1) = bt


′
nγnNF(βnα


snw), so wc,n+1 has m − t′ more components
than wcn.


To prove the claim, note that, since βn has exactly t′ components, βnα
snbt


′


is equal in BS to some power αxn of α with xn ∈ Z and xn ≥ 0. Then, when
we put βnα


snw =BS α
xnwcα


s into normal form, we may move some of the m
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letters b in wc to the left, but we end up with a central subword consisting
of m components followed by a power of α (in fact αsn+1).


Now, by considering the fractional representation of gn described above and
noting that r < 0 in this case, we see that sn, which is the integral part of
un, is a non-decreasing sequence which (as we observed earlier) is bounded
above, and so sn must be constant for sufficiently large n. Also, βn and hence
also the suffix βnα


sn of NF(gn) must eventually repeat, and it follows easily
that the set {NF(gn) : n ∈ Z} is regular, and hence edt0l by Lemma 4.


Case 2: t > m (so w has more occurrences of b than of b). Then r =
t − m > 0. Recall that we are denoting the fractional representations of g
and gn by brαu and brnαun , respectively, where un = u(1 +kr + · · ·+k(n−1)r).
Since m is the number of components in the central subword of NF(g), we
have kmu ∈ Z. So, by choosing n′ > 0 such that (n′ − 1)r ≥ m, we have
k(n−1)ru ∈ Z for all n ≥ n′. Then the fractional part of un remains constant
for all n ≥ n′, and hence the central subword of NF(gn) is the same word
w′c for all such n, and also the sequqence sn = bunc is strictly increasing for
n ≥ n′.


So for n ≥ n′, if NF(gn) = btnw′cα
sn , then


btn+1w′cα
sn+1 =BS b


tnw′cα
snbrαu


and so tn+1 = tn + r and


αsn+1 =BS w
′−1
c b−rw′cα


snbrαu =BS [w′c, b
r]αk


rsn+u.


Now the commutator [w′c, b
r] is some fixed power ακ of α for some κ ∈ Q,


and sn+1 = krsn + λ where λ := u+ κ is a constant that must lie in Z.


It follows from tn+1 = tn + r that tn = rn+ c for some constant c ∈ Z. Since
we also have sn+1 = krsn +λ, we can apply Lemma 7 with w = w′c to deduce
that {NF(gn) : n ≥ n′} and hence also {NF(gn) : n > 0} is edt0l.


Proposition 9. The set of conjugators of fixed pairs of elements is edt0l;
that is, for fixed g, h ∈ BS, the set Conhg := {w ∈ NF : wh =BS gw} is
edt0l.


Proof. The solution set is either empty or a right coset Cgx of the centraliser
Cg of g, for some fixed x ∈ BS. Let brxαux (where ux might be negative) be
the fractional representation of x.
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If g = 1 then Conhg = NF when h = 1 and is empty otherwise and, if
g ∈ N \{1}, then Cg = N , and Conhg(hg) is either empty, or equal to the set
of normal form words for which t−m = rx. The result holds in these cases
by Lemma 4 and Proposition 6.


Otherwise, as we saw in the previous proof, Cg = C1 ∪ C2 is the disjoint
union of two sets, where C1 (from Case 1) is regular and C2 is the union of
a finite set with a set C ′2 of the form {brn+cw′cα


sn : n ≥ n′} for some fixed
n′ ≥ 0 where r > 0 and, for n ≥ n′, we have sn+1 = krsn + λ and c, λ ∈ Z
are constants.


Suppose that Conhg is nonempty. Then, by a similar argument to that used
in the proof of Case 1 of Proposition 8, we see that, for all but finitely many
of the words in C1, multiplication on the right by x affects only a suffix of
bounded length, and so NF(C1x) is regular and hence edt0l by Lemma 4.


It remains to consider the set NF(C ′2x) with C ′2 as above. If rx ≥ 0 then, for
n ≥ n′ and g = brn+cw′cα


sn ∈ C2, we have gx =BS b
rn+cw′cb


rxαuxαk
rxsn . Now


NF(brn+cw′cb
rxαux) = brn+c′w′′cα


λx for some constant central subword w′′c and
c, λx ∈ Z and so, for sufficiently large n, we have NF(gx) = brn+c′w′′cα


s′n , where
s′n = krxsn+λx. Then s′n also satisfies the recurrence relation s′n+1 = krs′n+λ′


for some constant λ′ ∈ Z, and so the set NF(C ′2x) is edt0l by Lemma 7.


Now suppose that rx < 0. Since, for t ≥ 0, we have sn+t = krtsn + (kr(t−1) +
· · ·+ kr + 1)λ, we see that sn+t mod k−rx is constant for all sufficiently large
t (i.e. such that rt ≥ −rx). So, for sufficiently large n, we have NF(αsnbrx) =
w′′cα


bkrxsnc for some fixed central subword w′′c , and hence, by splitting ux into
its integral and fractional parts, we see that NF(gx) = brn+c′w′′′c α


s′n for fixed
central subword w′′′c , where s′n = bkrxsnc+ λx for constants c′, λx ∈ Z. Then
since, as we saw above, sn mod k−rx is constant for sufficiently large n, we
have s′n+1 = krs′n + λ′ for some constant λ′ ∈ Z, for sufficiently large n, and
the result follows from Lemma 7.


3.4 Multiplication and inversion


In this section we shall prove the following two results. Note that (informally)
the second of these results says that the multiplication table of the group with
respect to NF is edt0l. This result was partly motivated by a related result
of Gilman, who proved in [11] that a group is hyperbolic if and only if its
multiplication table is context-free with respect to some regular normal form.
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Theorem 10. The language {x#y#z : x, y, z ∈ NF, xy =BS z} is edt0l.


Theorem 11. The language {x#y#z : x, y, z ∈ NF, xy =BS z
−1} is edt0l.


In the proofs, we first prove that the corresponding subsets of NFfrac are
edt0l, which reduces essentially to addition and subtraction of numbers in
base k. In order to derive a corresponding proof for NF, we need to convert
a positive integer n written in base k to the string αn (with α = a or a) and
then simulate the above addition and subtraction on the exponents of these
strings. It might be helpful to illustrate the conversion process, from NFfrac


to NF, in the special case x = a, y = btαs, and we shall do that case first.


Lemma 12. The set


L := {a#u#v : v = NF(au), u = btαs, α ∈ {a,a}, t, s ∈ N0}


is edt0l.


Proof. We do this by partitioning L into three subsets, and prove that each
of these is edt0l. The result then follows from Lemma 5.


The first of these subsets is {a#u#v : u = btas, s, t ≥ 0, v = NF(au)} =
{a#btas#btas+k


t
: s, t ≥ 0}. To show that this set is edt0l, we need extra


symbols a and T . We start with the start word T#a#aa and apply t∗1t2,
for tables t1 := {a → ba, a → ak} and t2 := {T → a}. This produces the
word a#bta#btaak


t
, where t ≥ 0 is the number of applications of t1. Then


we apply t∗3t4, for tables t3 := a→ aa and t4 := a→ ε.


Note that abtas =BS btak
t−s, so NF(abtas) = btas−k


t
when s ≥ kt, and


NF(abtas) = btak
t−s when kt > s.


Our second of the three subsets is {a#btas#btas−k
t


: s, t ≥ 0, s ≥ kt}. To
show that this is edt0l, observe that we can construct arbitrary words in
this language by first constructing words of the form a#btak


t
A#btA, using a


similar construction as in the preceding case. Then we apply t∗3t4 for tables
t3 := {A→ aA} and t4 := {A→ ε}.
Proving that our third subset, {a#btas#btak


t−s : s, t > 0, kt > s} is edt0l
is more difficult, and this is the case that we are using to illustrate how we
simulate subtraction of base k numbers. (In fact the previous two cases can
also be done using this technique, but they were easier to do directly.)
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We shall describe a recipe for constructing all words of this form, which is
based on the idea of carrying out the subtraction kt − s using the represen-
tations of kt and s in base k.


Let s = s0 + s1k + · · ·+ st−1k
t−1 be the expansion of s in base k. Then, for


some j with 0 ≤ j ≤ t− 1, we have si = 0 for 0 ≤ i < j, and sj 6= 0 (we are
assuming that s > 0). Then kt−s = s′0 +s′1k+ · · ·+s′t−1k


t−1, where:


(i) s′i = 0 for 0 ≤ i < j;


(ii) s′j = k − sj;
(iii) s′i = k − si − 1 for j < i ≤ t− 1.


The construction of this word involves symbols a and A (variables in the
associated edt0l system), which represent potential occurrences of a and a,
and will eventually be deleted. The construction consists of t steps, numbered
1, . . . , t.


As axiom we use the word a#A#a.


In Step i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ t, we do the following:


(i) apply the rule #→ #b;


(ii) apply the rule A→ Akasi−1 ;


(iii) apply the rule a→ akas
′
i−1 .


Apply a→ ε, and A→ ε.


Note that since si, s
′
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k−1} the rules we apply come from a finite


set.


More formally, define tables as follows.


α : # 7→ #b, A 7→ Ak, a 7→ ak


δ : a 7→ ε, A 7→ ε


and for each 0 ≤ m ≤ k − 1:


βm : # 7→ #b, A 7→ Akam, a 7→ akak−m


γm : # 7→ #b, A 7→ Akam, a 7→ akak−m−1.


Then the edt0l system with the following rational control produces the
required language in the way described above:


α∗(β1 | β2 | · · · | βk−1)(γ0, γ1, . . . , γk−1)∗δ.
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Proof of Theorem 10. For words x, y, z ∈ NF, we denote the words NFfrac(x),
NFfrac(y) and NFfrac(z) by x̂, ŷ and ẑ, respectively. We prove first that the
language Lfrac = {x̂#ŷ#ẑ : x, y, z ∈ NF, xy =BS z} is edt0l, and then
explain how to adapt the arguments to prove the theorem.


Let x, y, z ∈ NF with xy =BS z, and suppose that the fractional representa-
tions of x and y are brxaux and bryauy , respectively (where rx, ry, ux and uy
could be positive or negative). Then z has fractional representation brx+ryauz


with uz = kryux + uy. As usual, we aim to construct the language Lfrac using
an edt0l system, starting with the word �#�#�. Recall that x̂ consists of brx


or b−rx followed by the base k representation of ux written backwards, and
similarly for ŷ and ẑ.


There are various cases to be considered, depending on the signs of rx, ry,
ux and uy. We need to partition Lfrac into a large number of disjoint subsets
depending on these signs, and the edt0l systems that define these subsets
are all slightly different. If ux and uy have different signs, then the sign of
uz = kryux + uy may be positive or negative, and we need to distinguish
between those cases. So there are 24 principal cases. Each of rx and ry can
be non-negative or negative, and for each of these four possibilities there are
six subcases: ux, uy ≥ 0; ux, uy ≤ 0; ux > 0, uy < 0, uz ≥ 0; ux > 0, uy <
0, uz < 0; ux < 0, uy > 0, uz ≥ 0; and ux < 0, uy > 0, uz < 0.


The fractional and integral parts of ẑ are computed by addition or subtraction
(depending on the signs of ux and uy) of those of x̂ and ŷ, where the radix
point in that of x̂ is shifted ry places to the left (or −ry places to the right)
before performing this operation. Each of the possible combinations of signs
of ux, uy and uz constitutes a separate subcase, and in the first step of the
construction we insert the signs of ux, uy and uz for the subcase that we are
dealing with.


In the subsequent steps, we carry out the addition or subtraction of the base
k numbers, dealing with one base k digit in each step, working from left
to right (i.e. from the smallest power of k to the largest). Some of these
operations will result in a “carry one” that needs to be handled in the usual
way in the following step. So these “carry” steps must be followed by a
further step that might itself be a carry step. (In the formal edt0l system,
we need extra variables to indicate that the next step should be a “carry”
step. We have left out the details of that process in this proof, but we will
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present an explicit system for one case of the language L in Subsection 3.5
below.)


After completing this addition or subtraction, there may be some further
steps in which powers of b or of b are inserted at the left of x̂′ and ẑ′ (where
x̂′#ŷ′#ẑ′ denotes the word that has been constructed so far).


Rather than attempting formal proofs in all cases, we shall content ourselves
with providing the constructions of x̂#ŷ#ẑ for three illustrative examples.
The value of k is not critical, and we take k = 3 in our examples.


The easiest situation is when ry = 0, and we are just calculating ux + uy in
base k arithmetic. Suppose, for example, that x̂ = b+11�21 and ŷ = −101�2,
so x = bababa5 =BS ba49/9, y = b3abbaba2 =BS a−64/27. Hence z =BS


ba83/27, ẑ = b+200�01, and and z = b2a2b3a3. Then the construction is


�#�#� → +�#−�#+� →
+�#−1�#+2� → +1�#−10�#+20� →


+11�#−101�#+200� → +11�2#−101�2#+200�0 →
+11�21#−101�2#+200�01 → b+11�21#−101�2#b+200�01


In this example, there is just one carry step, namely +�#−�#+�→ +�#−1�#+2�.


Now let us keep the same x̂, but replace ŷ by b−101�2, so now y = b4abbaba2 =BS


ba−64/27, z = b3a2ba2ba2ba13 =BS a
377/27 and ẑ = +222�111. Now the con-


struction is


�#�#� → +�#−�#+� →
+�#−1�#+2� → +�#−10�#+22� →


+1�#−101�#+222� → b+11�#b−101�2#+222�1 →
b+11�2#b−101�2#+222�11 → b+11�21#b−101�2#+222�111


Note that, when ry > 0, we insert a symbol b at the beginning of ŷ′ in each
of the ry steps in which we are processing fractional parts of x and integral
parts of y. If there are symbols b to be entered at the beginning of x̂′, then
(as we did in one of the steps in the example above) we insert a b in x̂′ in
the same step as the b in ŷ′; otherwise we would insert a symbol b at the
beginning of ẑ′. In this example the first four subtraction steps are all carry
steps.


As illustrated in the first and following example, any remaining occurrences
of b or b at the beginning of x̂ can be inserted into x̂′ and ẑ′ at the end of
the construction.
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Now we consider an example with ry < 0, and with changed signs for x, y
and z, namely x̂ = b−21�112 and ŷ = b+221�01, so x = ba2baba22 =BS


ba−203/9, y = b2a2ba2baba3 =BS ba98/27, z = a2ba2ba3 =BS b2a−35/9 and
ẑ = b2−22�01. The construction is


�#�#� → −�#+�#−� →
−2�#+2�#−� → −21�#+22�#−2� →


−21�1#b+221�#b−22� → −21�11#b+221�0#b−22�0 →
−21�112#b+221�01#b−22�01 → b−11�112#b+221�01#b2−22�01


Here we inserted b into ŷ′ in the step dealing with the integral part of x̂ and
the fractional part of ŷ. Since there is no b at the beginning of x̂, we insert
b into ẑ′ at the same time.


Now we turn to the proof that the language L = {x#y#z : x, y, z ∈
NF, xy =BS z} in the theorem statement is edt0l. Again we denote the
subwords of x, y, z that have been inserted into x#y#z so far by x′, y′, z′.


The words x′, y′, z′ are constructed in the same way and roughly in the same
order as the corresponding subwords x̂′, ŷ′, ẑ′ of x̂, ŷ, ẑ; that is, for each step
in the process of constructing x̂′, ŷ′ and ẑ′, there is a corresponding step in
the construction of x′, y′ and z′.


There are two principal issues that arise here. One of these involves the
insertion of the right subwords of the words x, y, z ∈ NF. These subwords
are strings in the generators a or a of whichh lengths are represented by
numbers in base k in x̂, ŷ, ẑ. The integral part of ẑ is calculated from x̂ and ŷ
by addition or subtraction of numbers in base k. The corresponding process
for x, y and z can be carried out using the method illustrated in the proof
of Lemma 12 that involves the use of dummy symbols a and A that will be
deleted at the end of the process.


The second issue concerns the insertion of the central subwords, together
with parts of the left subwords, of x, y, z into x′, y′, z′. In general, in a step
in which we insert digits i with 0 ≤ i < k into the fractional parts of each
of x̂′, ŷ′ and ẑ′, we insert aib into the central subwords of x, y and z at their
right hand ends, immediately before the radix point. However, we want to
ensure that the same total powers of b are inserted into x′y′ as into z′, which
we do as follows.


In such a step, if there are letters b in the left subwords of x and/or y that
have not yet been inserted into x′ and/or y′, then we insert b into x′ and/or
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y′ in the same step. If this involves inserting b into both x′ and y′ then, since
we are also inserting terms aib into x′ and y′, the total power of b inserted
in x′y′ is zero and, since we are inserting a term aib into z′, we insert a b in
the left subword of z′ to ensure that the total power of b entered into z′ is
also zero. But if we insert b into just one of x′ and y′ then the total power
of b inserted in x′y′ is −1, and we do not insert b into z′.


In some steps, we may be processing digits in the fractional part of one of x̂
and ŷ and in the integral part of the other, and again we just need to ensure
that we insert the same total power of b into x′y′ and into z′. We would be in
trouble if there was no b to insert either into x′ or into y′ and we had to insert
a term aib into z′, but in fact that never happens. That situation could only
arise when ry < 0, and in that case we would be combining a fractional digit
of ŷ′ with an integral digit of x̂′, so we would not be changing the fractional
part of x′. Note also that if the above process should involve inserting bb
at the beginning of the word z′ then we would of course not do that (that
situation arises in the third example below).


As was the case with x̂′, ẑ′, any remaining occurrences of b or b in the left
subwords of x′, z′ can be inserted at the end of the process.


Let us now illustrate the procedure with the same three examples as before.
As in the proof of Lemma 12, we use dummy symbols ax, ay, az and Ax,Ay,Az,
which will eventually be removed, to represent future possible instances of a
and of a in x, y, z, respectively. (In fact we have shortened the process by
removing these dummy symbols in the final step of the rest of the procedure
rather than in a separate final step at the end.) The first of the examples
was x = bababa5, y = b3abbaba2, z = b2a2b3a3. The construction is


## → #bab#ba2b →
bab#b2abb#b2a2b2 → babab#b3abbab#b2a2b3 →


bababa2a3x#b3abbaba2A3
y#b2a2b3a3z → bababa5#b3abbaba2#b2a2b3a3


The second example is x = bababa5, y = b4abbaba2, z = b3a2ba2ba2ba13.


## → #bab#ba2b →
#b2abb#b2a2ba2b → bab#b3abbab#b3a2ba2ba2b →


babab#b4abbaba2A3
y#b3a2ba2ba2baa3


z → bababa2a3
x#b4abbaba2A9


y#b3a2ba2ba2ba4a9
z →


bababa5#b4abbaba2#b3a2ba2ba2ba13
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The third example is x = ba2baba22, y = b2a2ba2baba3, z = a2ba2ba3.


## → ba2b#ba2b# →
ba2bab#b2a2ba2b#a2b → ba2babaA3


x#b2a2ba2bab#a2ba2b →
ba2baba4A9


x#b2a2ba2baba3
y#a2ba2bA3


z → ba2baba22#b2a2ba2baba3#a2ba2ba3


An explicit edt0l system for one case of the proof is presented in Subsec-
tion 3.5 �


Proof of Theorem 11. Let x, y, z ∈ NF with xy =BS z
−1 and let z̄ = NF(xy).


Then, as we saw in the previous theorem, the fractional representations of x
and y can be written as x =BS b


rxaux , y =BS b
ryauy , and then z̄ =BS b


rx+ryauz̄


with uz̄ = kryux + uy.


Now we have z =BS z̄
−1 =BS a


−uz̄b−(rx+ry) = b−(rx+ry)auz with uz = −k−(rx+ry)uz̄.
So uz has the opposite sign to that of uz̄, and the digits of its (reversed) base
k expansion are the same as those of z̄, but the radix point is shifted rx + ry
places to the right or −(rx + ry) places to the left.


Let L := {x#y#z : x, y, z ∈ NF, xy =BS z
−1} and Lfrac := {x̂#ŷ#ẑ : x̂, ŷ, ẑ ∈


NFfrac, xy =BS z
−1} The processes involved in proving first that Lfrac and then


that L are edt0l are similar to those in the previous proof, with the added
complication that power brx of b in x̂ plays a more significant role.


The constructions of x#y#z and of x̂#ŷ#ẑ using edt0l systems split up
into four phases, some of which may be empty in some examples. In the first
phase we are constructing parts of the fractional parts of x̂, ŷ and ẑ, and
in the fourth phase we are constructing parts of their integral parts. In the
second and third phases, we are constructing parts of the fractional parts
of some of them and of the integral parts of the others. As in the previous
proof, we denote the words constructed so far by x′#y′#z′ and x̂′#ŷ′#ẑ′.


In the construction of x, y, z, in each step in the first phase we insert a b at
the beginning of each of x′, y′, z′, and αib for some 0 ≤ i < k at the end of
its fractional part, but with the usual proviso that we avoid inserting bb at
the beginning of the word.


Unlike in the proof of Theorem 10, in the situation when rx and ry have
opposite, there are two cases depending on the sign of rx + ry. So there are
six possibilities for rx and ry to be considered, each of which splits into six
subcases for ux and uy as in Theorem 10. So there are 36 cases in total. We
shall describe phases 2 and 3 in more detail in three of these possibilities for
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rx, ry, and provide the constructions for an illustrative example with k = 3
in each case.


Suppose first that rx and ry are both non-negative. In the second phase, we
are constructing parts of the fractional parts of x̂ and ẑ, and of the integral
part of ŷ. This phase consists of ry steps, in each of which we insert a b at
the beginning of each of x′, y′ and ŷ′, a b at the beginning of ẑ′, and one
term aib at the end of the fractional parts of each of x′ and z′.


In the third phase, we are constructing parts of the integral parts of x̂ and
ŷ, and of the fractional part of ẑ. This phase consists of rx steps, in each of
which we insert a b at the beginning of x′ and of x̂′, a b at the beginning of
ẑ′, and a term aib at the end of the fractional part of z′.


As an example, we take x = b3aba2, y = b2a2ba, so x̂ = b2−1�2, ŷ = b+2�1,
ẑ = b3+1210�, z = baba2bab2.


Here are the derivations of x̂#ŷ#ẑ and of x#y#z. There is one step in each
of the first two phases, two steps in the third phase, and none in the fourth
phase. (So the integral part of ẑ is 0.) We have saved space by suppressing
the first step in which signs are entered into x̂′, ŷ′ and ẑ′.


−�#+�#+� → −�#+2�#+1� →
−1�#b+2�1#b+12� → b−1�2#b+2�1#b2+121� →


b2−1�2#b2+2�1#b3+1210�


## → #ba2b#bab →
bab#b2a2ba#baba2b → b2aba2#b2a2ba#baba2bab →


b3aba2#b2a2ba#baba2bab2


Suppose next that rx > 0 and ry < 0 and that rx > |ry|. In the second phase,
we are constructing parts of the fractional parts of ŷ and ẑ, and the integral
part of x̂. This phase consists of |ry| steps, in each of which we insert a b
at the beginning of each of x′, x̂′ and z′, a b at the beginning of ŷ′, and one
term aib into the end of the fractional parts of each of y′ and z′.


In the third phase, we are constructing parts of the integral parts of x̂ and
ŷ, and the fractional part of ẑ. This phase consists of rx− |ry| steps, in each
of which we insert a b at the beginning of x̂′ and x′, a b at the beginning of
ẑ′, and a term aib at the end of the fractional part of z′.
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As example, we take x = b3aba5, y = baba2ba8, so x̂ = b2−1�21, ŷ =
b−12�22, ẑ = b+211�01, z = b2a2bababa3.


In the derivations below, there is one step in each of the first three phases,
and two in the fourth phase.


−�#−�#+� → −1�#−1�#+2� →
b−1�2#b−12�#+21� → b2−1�21#b−12�2#b+211� →


b2−1�21#b−12�22#b+211�0 → b2−1�21#b−12�22#b+211�01


## → bab#bab#ba2b →
b2aba2A3


x#baba2b#b2a2bab → b3aba5#baba2ba2A3
y#b2a2babab →


b3aba5#baba2ba8#b2a2bababa3z → b3aba5#baba2ba8#b2a2bababa3


The final case that we shall consider in detail is rx > 0 and ry < 0 with
rx < |ry|. As in the previous case that we considered, in the second phase,
we are constructing parts of the fractional parts of ŷ and ẑ, and the integral
part of x̂. But now this phase consists of rx steps, in each of which we insert
a b at the beginning of each of x′, x̂′ and z′, a b at the beginning of ŷ′, and
one term aib at the end of the fractional parts of each of y′ and z′.


In the third phase, we are constructing parts of the integral parts of x̂ and
ẑ, and the fractional part of ŷ. This phase consists of |ry| − rx steps, in each
of which we insert a b at the beginning of of z′ and ẑ′, a b at the beginning
of ŷ′, and a term aib at the end of the fractional part of y′.


As example, we take x = b3aba5, y = ba2baba5, so x̂ = b2−1�21, ŷ =
b3+21�21, ẑ = b−200�121, z = b4a2bbba16.


In the derivations below, there is one step in the first and third phases, and
two in the second and fourth phases.


−�#+�#−� → −1�#+�#−2� →
b−1�2#b+�#−20� → b2−1�21#b2+2�#−200� →


b2−1�21#b3+21�#b−200�1 → b2−1�21#b3+21�2#b−200�12 →
b2−1�21#b3+21�21#b−200�121


## → bab##ba2b →
b2aba2A3


x#b#b2a2b2 → b3aba5#ba2b#b3a2b3 →
b3aba5#ba2bab#b4a2b3aA3


z → b3aba5#ba2baba2a3y#b4a2b3a7A9
z →


b3aba5#ba2baba5#b4a2bbba16
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3.5 Explicit system


We explicitly construct one of the edt0l systems described in the proof
of Theorem 10, for the case BS(1, 3). The system described in this section
generates the language


{x#y#z : x, y, z ∈ NF, ux < 0, uy > 0, uz < 0}.


Systems that generate the corresponding languages for different signs of
ux, uy, uz are analogous, with the only difference occurring in the tables
αij, βij, γij, δij.


• Alphabet: X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, X, Y, Z, Z1, Xb, Yb, Zb,AX , aY ,AZ ,AZ1, a,a, b,b,#


• Terminals: a,a, b,b,#


• Axiom: X̃#Ỹ#Z̃


• Tables: αij, βij, γij, δij (for i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, defined in Appendix A),


σ : X̃ 7→ bX,X 7→ bX, Z̃ 7→ bZ,Z 7→ bZ


ρX : Xb 7→ bXb


ρY : Yb 7→ bYb


ρXY : Xb 7→ bXb, Yb 7→ bYb, Zb 7→ bZb


µ : Xb 7→ bXb, Zb 7→ bZb


τ : X̃,X,Xb, Ỹ , Y, Yb, Z̃, Z, Zb,AX , aY ,AZ 7→ ε


• Rational control: as in Figure 1


Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the finite state automaton defining the
rational control. Labelled edges are single transitions in the FSA as usual.
Unlabelled edges represent multiple transitions (each starting and ending at
the same states as the unlabelled edge) as follows, where x is replaced with
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α, β, γ, δ as indicated in the corresponding dashed box. The arrow with the
open triangle represents a transition from a non-carry state to a non-carry
state, the open square represents non-carry to carry, the filled triangle carry
to carry, and the filled square carry to non-carry.


6 transitions, labelled x00 | x10 | x11 | x20 | x21 | x22


3 transitions, labelled x01 | x02 | x12


6 transitions, labelled x00 | x01 | x02 | x11 | x12 | x22


3 transitions, labelled x10 | x20 | x21


The edges connecting dashed boxes represent pairs of ε-labelled edges, con-
necting the shaded states within the boxes. The left hand shaded state in one
box is connected to the left hand shaded state in the other box, and similarly
for the right hand states. The right hand shaded states (marked with a dot)
represent the fact that there is a carry that has yet to be resolved.


The variables X, Y, Z, Z1 are the ‘sources’ of the powers of a and a before
the radix point, with Z1 recording a carry. The variables AX , aY ,AZ ,AZ1


are the ‘sources’ of powers of a and a after the radix point, with AZ1 again
indicating a carry. Note that the rational control ensures that a word can
never be completed with an outstanding carry.


The table σ optionally inserts b’s at the start of the central subwords of both
x′ and z′. The table µ optionally inserts b’s at the start of the same subwords.
Note that the rational control ensures that these tables are never both used
for the same word. The table τ occurs at the end of every word in the rational
control, with the purpose of deleting all remaining non-terminals.


The tables αij etc insert powers ai and aj at the chosen step, as well as the b
that separates them. For example, α12 inserts ab to the word representing x,
a2b to the word representing y, and either a2b with a carry, or b with a carry,
to the word representing z, depending on whether or not there was already
a carry present. The choice of α, β, γ, δ corresponds to both left and right
words being before the radix point, only the right hand word being before
the radix point, only the left, and neither, respectively. To ensure that the
string bb never gets inserted, the variables X̃, Ỹ , Z̃ are used initially. Once
a non-zero power of a or a has been inserted, the corresponding variable is
‘initialised’ and the tilde version is replaced.


The tables ρ add powers of b to the left hand side of each word, using the
variables Xb, Yb, Zb as ‘sources’.
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Figure 1: Rational control for the edt0l system of Theorem 10
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Consider the third example in the proof of Theorem 10 above: x = ba2baba22,
y = b2a2ba2baba3, z = a2ba2ba3. This element of the language is produced
by the edt0l system, via the word α22ρXY α12ρY β11δ10δ21τ of the rational
control, in the following way:


X̃#Ỹ #Z̃ B
α22−−→ Xba


2bX#Yba
2bY #Z̃


ρXY−−−→ bXba
2bX#bYba


2bY #Z̃


�
α12−−→ bXba


2babX#bYba
2ba2bY #Zba


2bZ1
ρY−−→ bXba


2babX#b2Yba
2ba2bY #Zba


2bZ1


I
β11−−→ bXba


2babaA3
X#b2Yba


2ba2babY #Zba
2ba2bZ1


�
δ10−−→ bXba


2baba(aA3
X)3#b2Yba


2ba2baba3Y #Zba
2ba2bA3


Z


�
δ21−−→ bXba


2baba(a(a2A3
X)3)3#b2Yba


2ba2bab(aa3Y )3#Zba
2ba2b(aA3


Z)3
τ−−→ ba2baba22#b2a2ba2baba3#a2ba2ba3


3.6 An equation in which the solution set might not
be edt0l.


We conjecture that the set C = {x#y : x, y ∈ NF, xy =BS yx} is not edt0l.


Elements of BS(1, k) have the form g = brau, where the exponent u of the
fractional part of g lies in the set Z[1/k] = {i/km : i,m ∈ Z}. As we saw
earlier, we have gn = brnaun with un = u(1 + kr + · · · + k(n−1)r) = u


(
krn−1
kr−1


)
for n ≥ 0. Since kr−1


krn−1
6∈ Z[1/k] for n > 1, it follows that the element bra is


not a proper power for any r ≥ 0.


So the set


{bra#NF((bra)n) : r, n ≥ 0} = {bra#brna
krn−1
kr−1 : r, n ≥ 0}


is the intersection of C with the regular set b∗a#b∗a∗, and it would suffice to
show that this is not edt0l.


We conjecture that [10, Theorem A] can be applied to deduce that this set is
not indexed; this would of course imply that it is not edt0l or even et0l.
We have verified by computer that, if the language were indexed, and we
applied that result with m = 2, then we would deduce that the constants k
in [10, Theorem A] satisfies k ≥ 300.
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A Table definitions


The following are the definitions of the tables αij, βij, γij, δij used in Section
3.5.


α00 : X 7→ bX α01 : X 7→ bX α02 : X 7→ bX


Y 7→ bY Y 7→ abY Y 7→ a2bY


Z 7→ bZ Ỹ 7→ YbabY Ỹ 7→ Yba
2bY


Z1 7→ a2bZ1 Z 7→ a2bZ1 Z 7→ abZ1


Z̃ 7→ Zba
2bZ1 Z̃ 7→ ZbabZ1


Z1 7→ abZ1 Z1 7→ bZ1


α10 : X 7→ abX α11 : X 7→ abX α12 : X 7→ abX


X̃ 7→ XbabX X̃ 7→ XbabX X̃ 7→ XbabX


Y 7→ bY Y 7→ abY Y 7→ a2bY


Z 7→ abZ Ỹ 7→ YbabY Ỹ 7→ Yba
2bY


Z̃ 7→ ZbabZ Z 7→ bZ Z 7→ a2bZ1


Z1 7→ bZ Z1 7→ a2bZ1 Z̃ 7→ Zba
2bZ1


Z1 7→ bZ1


α20 : X 7→ a2bX α21 : X 7→ a2bX α22 : X 7→ a2bX


X̃ 7→ Xba
2bX X̃ 7→ Xba


2bX X̃ 7→ Xba
2bX


Y 7→ bY Y 7→ abY Y 7→ a2bY


Z 7→ a2bZ Ỹ 7→ YbabY Ỹ 7→ Yba
2bY


Z̃ 7→ Zba
2bZ Z 7→ abZ Z 7→ bZ


Z1 7→ abZ Z̃ 7→ ZbabZ Z1 7→ a2bZ1


Z1 7→ bZ
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β00 : X̃,X,AX 7→ A3
X β01 : X̃,X,AX 7→ A3


X β02 : X̃,X,AX 7→ A3
X


Y 7→ bY Y 7→ abY Y 7→ a2bY


Z 7→ bZ Ỹ 7→ YbabY Ỹ 7→ Yba
2bY


Z1 7→ a2Z1 Z 7→ a2bZ1 Z 7→ abZ1


Z̃ 7→ Zba
2bZ1 Z̃ 7→ ZbabZ1


Z1 7→ abZ1 Z1 7→ bZ1


β10 : X̃,X,AX 7→ aA3
X β11 : X̃,X,AX 7→ aA3


X β12 : X̃,X,AX 7→ aA3
X


Y 7→ bY Y 7→ abY Y 7→ a2bY


Z 7→ abZ Ỹ 7→ YbabY Ỹ 7→ Yba
2bY


Z̃ 7→ ZbabZ Z 7→ bZ Z 7→ a2bZ1


Z1 7→ bZ Z1 7→ a2bZ1 Z1 7→ abZ1


β20 : X̃,X,AX 7→ a2A3
X β21 : X̃,X,AX 7→ a2A3


X β22 : X̃,X,AX 7→ a2A3
X


Y 7→ bY Y 7→ abY Y 7→ a2bY


Z 7→ a2bZ Ỹ 7→ YbabY Ỹ 7→ Yba
2bY


Z̃ 7→ Zba
2bZ Z 7→ abZ Z 7→ bZ


Z1 7→ abZ Z̃ 7→ ZbabZ Z1 7→ a2bZ1


Z1 7→ bZ
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γ00 : X 7→ bX γ01 : X 7→ bX γ02 : X 7→ bX


Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ a3
Y Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ aa3


Y Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ a2a3
Y


Z, Z̃,AZ 7→ A3
Z Z, Z̃,AZ 7→ a2A3


Z1 Z, Z̃,AZ 7→ aA3
Z1


Z1,AZ1 7→ a2A3
Z1 Z1,AZ1 7→ aA3


Z1 Z1,AZ1 7→ A3
Z1


γ10 : X 7→ abX γ11 : X 7→ abX γ12 : X 7→ abX


X̃ 7→ XbabX X̃ 7→ XbabX X̃ 7→ XbabX


Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ a3
Y Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ aa3


Y Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ a2a3
Y


Z, Z̃,AZ 7→ aA3
Z Z, Z̃,AZ 7→ A3


Z Z, Z̃,AZ 7→ a2A3
Z1


Z1,AZ1 7→ A3
Z Z1,AZ1 7→ a2A3


Z1 Z1,AZ1 7→ aA3
Z1


γ20 : X 7→ a2bX γ21 : X 7→ a2bX γ22 : X 7→ a2bX


X̃ 7→ Xba
2bX X̃ 7→ Xba


2bX X̃ 7→ Xba
2bX


Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ a3
Y Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ aa3


Y Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ a2a3
Y


Z, Z̃,AZ 7→ a2A3
Z Z, Z̃,AZ 7→ aA3


Z Z, Z̃,AZ 7→ A3
Z


Z1,AZ1 7→ aA3
Z Z1,AZ1 7→ A3


Z Z1,AZ1 7→ a2A3
Z1
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δ00 : X̃,X,AX 7→ A3
X δ01 : X̃,X,AX 7→ A3


X δ02 : X̃,X,AX 7→ A3
X


Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ a3
Y Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ aa3


Y Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ a2a3
Y


Z̃, Z,AZ 7→ A3
Z Z̃, Z,AZ 7→ a2A3


Z1 Z̃, Z,AZ 7→ aA3
Z1


Z1,AZ1 7→ a2A3
Z1 Z1,AZ1 7→ aA3


Z1 Z1,AZ1 7→ A3
Z1


δ10 : X̃,X,AX 7→ aA3
X δ11 : X̃,X,AX 7→ aA3


X δ12 : X̃,X,AX 7→ aA3
X


Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ a3
Y Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ aa3


Y Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ a2a3
Y


Z̃, Z,AZ 7→ aA3
Z Z̃, Z,AZ 7→ A3


Z Z̃, Z,AZ 7→ a2A3
Z1


Z1,AZ1 7→ A3
Z Z1,AZ1 7→ a2A3


Z1 Z1,AZ1 7→ aA3
Z1


δ20 : X̃,X,AX 7→ a2A3
X δ21 : X̃,X,AX 7→ a2A3


X δ22 : X̃,X,AX 7→ a2A3
X


Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ a3
Y Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ aa3


Y Ỹ , Y, aY 7→ a2a3
Y


Z̃, Z,AZ 7→ a2A3
Z Z̃, Z,AZ 7→ aA3


Z Z̃, Z,AZ 7→ A3
Z


Z1,AZ1 7→ aA3
Z Z1,AZ1 7→ A3


Z Z1,AZ1 7→ a2A3
Z1
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